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1. Introduction

State-space modelling is increasingly used in ecocomics. There are two main problems
in macroeconomics, that can be solved using state-space modelling: unobserved vari-
abales and time-varying parameters estimation. The techniques that emerge from this
approach are very flexible and capable of handling of wide range of time series analysis
([5], [9]). All state-space models could be divided into two groups: the linear Gausian
and the non-linear non-Gausian. In this paper we apply the linear Gausian state-space
model. The unobserved variables, economist mostly interested in, are business cycles.
The business cycle is typically defined as deviation from trend. The economic state is
normally identified as the cyclical state of gross domestic product (GDP). The position
of business cycle is very important for country’s monetary policy as it affects future
price developments. The success of identification of business cycle could provide fis-
cal and monetary policymakers with better notion and prediction of future state of the
economy. Filter technics should be applied to estimate business cycle. For this we
can apply different approaches like Hodrick Prescott, Kalman, Band–Pass filters.

Lithuanian business cycle was already estimated in research related to nominal and
real convergence of new European member states to Eurozone (ECB [4], EFN [7],
MNB [8]). The authors applied variety of filtering procedures for two observed vari-
ables: the quarterly GDP and monthly industrial production. However we would be
interested in multiviariate filter or in identifying business cycle as common cycle of
such variables as output, unemployment, inflation. This provides us with better under-
standing of economy and allows us to put the story behind the model.

This paper applies small structural model to identify Lithuanian economy business
cycle. The applied structural model is similar to the experience of Czech National
bank [1]. Unobserved variables obtained using Kalman filter. The results compared
with those of the Hodrick Prescot (HP) filter.

We will start the paper by introducing state-space models. Then we will follow with
structural model. Following that we will represent our empirical part. The paper will
end with results and conclusions.
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2. State-space model

A standard state space formulation can be represented as follows. Let Yt = ZtAt + εt

be the measument equation, where Yt is a vector of measured variables of dimen-
sion n × 1, At is the state vector of unobserved variables of dimension p × 1, Zt is
a matrix of parameters of n × p and εt ∼ N(0,Ht ). The state equation is given as
At = TtAt−1 + ηt , where Tt is a matrix of parameters and ηt ∼ N(0,Qt ). The speci-
fication of the state space system is completed by two further assumptions: the initial
vector A0 has a mean a0 and covariance matrix P0 and the disturbances εt and ηt are
uncorrelated with each other in all time periods and uncorrelated with the initial state
[[9], [5], [6] and many other authors].

3. The structural model

In analysis the following structural model was applied

yt =yt +ygapt/100, (1)

ut =ut −ugapt, (2)

pt = (1−α1−α2) · pt−1+α3 · ygapt−1+α1[�4p
M
t +100 · �4r

eq
t ]+α2πt+επ

t , (3)

yt=yt−1 +µt−1 − ω1 · � ut +ε
yt
t , (4)

µt = γ1 · µt−1 + (1 − γ1) µ +ε
µ
t , (5)

ygapt = θ1 · ygapt−1 − θ2 · igapt − θ3 · rgapt + ε
ygap
t , (6)

ut=ut−1 +εu
t , (7)

ugapt = β1 · ugapt−1 + β2 · ygapt + ε
ugap
t , (8)

where observed variables are

yt – the log of GDP at constant year 2000 prices;
ut – the unemployment rate;
pt – the annual inflation, excluding energy;
πt – the expected inflation (calculated as four quarter (one future, coincident

and to past quarters) moving average of the overall annual inflation);
pM

t – the annual changes of import prices;
and unobserved variables as follows

yt – the potential level of output;
ygapt – the output gap;
ut – the non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment (NAIRU);
ugapt – the unemployment gap;
r
eq
t – the equilibrium level of log real exchange rate;

µt – the growth rate of potential output;
igapt – the real average loans interest rates gap;
rgapt – the real exchange rate gap.

�4 means the four quarter difference operator.
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Eq. 1 is identity that simply defines that output yt is a composition of the log of
potential level of output yt and the output gap ygapt . The scalling is to convert the
gap units to percent. Second equation is another identity which states that the unem-
ployment rate ut is equal to difference between NAIRU ut and the unemployment
gap ugapt . According this definition we would expect positive correlation with the
output gap measure. In Eq. 3 the inflation respond to expected inflation πt and annual
changes in import prices pM

t corrected for proxy of the equilibrium level of log real
exchange rate r

eq
t . Eq. 4 determines the dynamics of potential output y. The equa-

tion of the growth rate of potential output µt is described as a first order, stationary
autoregressive process. Eq. 6 describes the dynamics of the output gap. The gap is
formulated to evolve according to a first-order autoregressive process, but allowing for
effects from the real average loans interest rates gap igapt and the real exchange rate
gap rgapt . For this real average loans interest rates were calculated as difference be-
tween nominal interest rates and annual inflation. The Eq. 7 specifies the NAIRU as a
pure random walk driven by shocks εu

t . Last equation is an Okun equation that links
the movements in the unemployment gap those in the output gap.

For modelling quarterly data is used. The data sample is from 1st quarter of 1997
to 4th quarter of 2004.

4. Empirical analysis

As the structural model was already described, we have to estimate or calibrate it.
There is a permanent dilema which way to choose as the “truth” model does not exist.
Lithuanian data sample is very short and cover a period of structural changes in the
economy and changes in policy regimes. Therefore we had chosen the calibration. To
begin the calibration, we need some measures of key exogenous “gaps”. For this the
univariate, so called the Prior Consistent (PC) filter, was used.

The measurement equation of the PC filter for any variable x is xt =xt +xgapt and
the transition equations

xt=xt−1 +εx
t ,

xgapt = ε
xgap
t ,

where xt stands for the potential level of x, xgapt is the x gap, εx
t and ε

xgap
t are dis-

turbancies.
The covariance matrix of the error terms is

Q =
(

σ 2
εx

0

0 σ 2
εxgap

)
or Q =


 σ 2

εx

σ 2
εxgap

0

0 1


 =

(
1
λ

0

0 1

)
.

The initial value of state variables were set to the value of the first observation. The
initial gap was set to zero. The parameter λ has been fixed to 25 in all applications (see
Box 7 in [3]). We assumed that if a “large” deviation for the trend were equal to 1, then
the corresponding variance value in gap terms would be 5.
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Table 1. Calibrated parameters

Parameter a1 a2 a3 d1 d2 d3 b1 b2

Value 0.2484 0.33 0.5 0.90 0.25 0.15 0.9 0.1

Estimation_CZ 0.2676 0.106 0.43 0.92 0.19 0.05 0.88 0.08

Estimation_LT 0.18 0.39 −0.08 0.60 0.25 0.08 0.62 0.20

In our analysis the calibrated parameters were used similar to Czech National bank
[[1]]. Their calibrated values presented in the first row of Table 1, as the estimated
values are in the second row. The estimated parameters for the economy of Lithuania
are in the third row. Almost all estimated parameters are close to calibrated values
with two exceptions (a2 and a3). a3 was set to 0.15 instead of 0.5 as we have not found
any significant corelation between proxy of output gap (obtained using PC filter) and
annual inflation (excluding energy) and a2 was set to 0.1.

Parameter v1 was set at 0.4, based on the approximate share of labour income in
total income. In economy with large structural changes we would not expect very
quick convergence to it’s steady-state level and the parameter c1 was set at 0.9.

5. State-Space representation of the system

Following the model described above we can write the measument and transition equa-
tions for the system.


yt

ut

pt


 =


1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0







yt

ygapt

µt

ut

ugapt

pt

µ







yt

ygapt

µt

ut

ugapt

pt

µ




=




1 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 d1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 c1 0 0 0 (1 − c1)

0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 b2d1 0 0 b1 0 0
0 a3 0 0 0 (1 − a1 − a2) 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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ygapt−1
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ut−1

ugapt−1
pt−1
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+




0
kt

0
0
lt
mt

0




+




ε
yt
t − v1ε

u
t

ε
ygap
t

ε
µ
t

εu
t

ε
ugap
t + b2ε

ygap
t

επ
t

0




,

where

kt = −d2 · igapt − d3 · rgapt,

lt = b2 · kt ,

mt = α1[�4p
M
t + 100 · �4r

eq
t ] + α2πt .

The covariance matrix of the residuals is as follows

Q =




σ 2

ε
yt
t

+ v2
1σ 2

εu
t

0 0 −v1σ
2
εu
t

0 0 0

0 σ 2
ε
ygap
t

0 0 b2σ
2
ε
ugap
t

0 0

0 0 σ 2
ε
µ
t

0 0 0 0

−v1σ
2
εu
t

0 0 σ 2
εu
t

0 0 0

0 b2σ
2
ε
ugap
t

0 0 b2
2σ

2
ε
ugap
t

+ σ 2
ε
ygap
t

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 σ 2
επ
t

0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0




.

The model is estimated by maximum likelihood using the support of the Kalman
filter. The calculations are done in Eviews 4.1.

6. Results

We attempted to estimate Lithuanian economy business cycle in 1997–2004. Accord-
ing to the conducted analysis Lithuanian economy is in it’s third business cycle (see
Fig. 1). Full business cycle was almost 4 years (15 quarters) long. The economy started
to decline in 4th quarter of 1998 and was falling out till the second quarter of 2001.
This was consequence of Russian crisis then industry and agriculture export has sig-
nificantly decreased to Russia [2]. After this recession the economy started to recover
and it took only 5 quarters to reach positive output gap.

We found that the economy of Lithuania has been above it’s potential level at the end
of 2004 (see Fig. 2). The duration of being above it’s potential level differ in results
of Kalman and HP filter. Following HP filter Lithuanian economy has been above
it’s potential already from the first quarter of 2003. But Kalman filter gives different
picture – from the 4th quarter of 2002 absolute value of output gap is very close to
zero and from 4th quarter of 2003 the output gap value becomes significantly positive.
This significant change coincides with the biggest ever observed annual growth of
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Fig. 1. Estimated business cycle.

Fig. 2. Estimated potential level of the output.

Table 2. Annual output gap, % of potential level

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Kalman filter 2.1 2.4 −0.9 −3.6 −3.4 −0.3 0.0 0.7
HP filter 1.5 4.2 −1.7 −2.4 −1.5 −1.0 1.5 1.1

GDP (above 11 per cent). At the end of sample we obtained output gap value 1.34
for Kalman filter and 2.27 for HP filter. Annual output gap values are represented
below (see Table 2). We see that tendency are the same for both methods, but only
Kalman filter results we can consider as reasonable as we have model behind. We could
interpret the last few quarters output gap growth as a result of declining unemployment
and very low interest rates. Also from estimated output gap we can understand the
source of racing inflation. It is driven by positive and growing output gap and expected
inflation. Say, if in near future we see the growth of interest rates it will reduce output
gap and this could affect inflation downward.
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Fig. 3. The output gap stability.

We have checked the stability of our results for Kalman and HP filters. For this
reason we iterated our model three times with different samples: the end of 1st sample
was 4th quarter of 2002, the second – the end of 2003 and the third – 2004. The
output gap results are represented in Fig. 3. We see that Kalman filter is more stable
as difference at the end of 2002 is twice smaller then HP filter. The results for the
end of 2003 are almost the same. We should pay attention that Kalman filter always
underestimate the output gap, but HP filter tends to overestimate. This means, that
structural model is less optimistic then univariate data.

7. Conclusions

Lithuanian business cycle was estimated using small structural model. Unobserved
variables, output gap and potential output level, were obtained using Kalman filter.
The results compared with those of the Hodrick Prescot (HP) filter. For analysis the
quarterly 1997–2004 data were used. According to the results Lithuanian economy
is in it’s third business cycle. Full business cycle was almost 4 years (15 quarters)
long. The economy was falling out from 4th quarter of 1998 till the second quarter of
2001. After this recession, that was consequence of Russian crisis, the economy started
to recover and it took only 5 quarters to reach positive output gap. We received that
Lithuania has been above it’s potential level at the end of 2004. Following HP filter
Lithuanian economy has been above it’s potential already from the first quarter of
2003. But Kalman filter gave a different result. From the 4th quarter of 2002 absolute
value of output gap was very close to zero and from 4th quarter of 2003 the output
gap value became significantly positive. At the end of sample we obtained output gap
value 1.34 for Kalman filter and 2.27 for HP filter. We see that tendencies are the same
for both methods, but we only can consider Kalman filter results as reasonable as we
have model behind. We have checked the stability of our results for Kalman and HP
filters with different samples. Kalman filter was more stable as HP filter. Kalman filter
was always underestimating the output gap, but HP filter tended to overestimate.

As there was a poor performance of inflation (Philips curve), it might be would be
reasonable to try nonlinear (say square root) filter instead of linear. Also it would be
interesting to make forecast from this to see how long Lithuania will stay on the strong
growing path.
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REZIUMĖ

A. Jakaitienė. Lietuvos verslo ciklo ↪ivertinimas panaudojant būsen ↪u erdvės modelius

Šio tyrimo tikslas – ↪ivertinti Lietuvos verslo cikl ↪a. Verslo ciklas buvo ↪ivertintas panaudojant mažos

apimties struktūrin ↪i model ↪i. Struktūrinio modelio struktūra buvo parinkta atsižvelgiant ↪i Čekijos centrini-
ame banke naudojam ↪a model ↪i verslo ciklui ↪ivertinti. Nestebimi rodikliai, kaip gamybos apimties atotrūkis

bei potenciali gamybos apimtis, buvo ivertinti panaudojant Kalman filtra. Gautieji rezultatai buvo paly-

ginti su Hodrick Prescot (HP) filtr ↪u gautais rezultatais. Tyrimui buvo naudojami ketvirtiniai duomenys nuo

1997 m. iki 2004 m. Atlikus tyrim ↪a gauta, kad Lietuvos ekonomika yra trečiame verslo cikle. Nagrinėjamu

laikotarpiu buvo aptiktas vienas pilnas verslo ciklas, kuris truko beveik 4 metus (viso 15 ketvirči ↪u). Ši-

ame cikle Lietuvos ekonomika nuo 1998 m. ketvirto ketvirčio pradėjo smukti (dėl Rusijos krizės) ir tai
t
↪
esėsi 10 ketvirči ↪u, o atsigavimo periodas buvo gana trumpas ir tetruko vos 5 ketvirčius iki 2001 m. pir-

mojo ketvirčio. Pagal HP filtro rezultatus,gamybos apimties atotrūkis ↪igavo teigiamas reikšmes jau pirm ↪aj ↪i

2003 m. ketvirt ↪i, o pagal Kalman filtro rezultatus – 2003 m. ketvirt ↪a ketvirt ↪i. Taip pat buvo nustatyta, kad

nagrinėjamo laikotarpio pabaigai Lietuvos gamybos apimtis buvo aukščiau potencialaus lygio. 2004 met ↪u

pabaigoje gamybos apimties atotrūkis pagal Kalman filtro rezultatus buvo 1,34 procento virš potencialaus
lygio, o atitinkamai pagal HP filtr ↪a – 2,27 procento.Tyrimo rezultat ↪u tendencijos yra panašios abiem meto-

dais. Tačiau HP filtro rezultatai yra nulemti tiesiog duomen ↪u filtravimo ir juos gana sudėtinga interpretuoti,

tai Kalman filtro rezultatusgalima daug išsamiau analizuoti,nes jie yra gauti naudojant sudaryt ↪a struktūrin ↪i

model ↪i. Darbe buvo taip pat patikrintas abiej ↪uu metod ↪u rezultat ↪u stabilumas skirtingoms imtims. Kalman

filtru gauti nestebim ↪u komponenči ↪u ↪iverčiai buvo stabilesni nei ↪iverčiai gauti HP filtru.


